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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be an n-dimensional real Hilbert space (n s co), %3 be the space of 
symmetric bounded linear opeators on H. A pair (A, b) E % x H = Q will 
be called a problem and will be identified with the linear equation 
Ax = b. (1) 
Assume that, solving a problem (A, b), we are given the vector b 
beforehand and at each step can multiply any vector from H on our choice 
by A; this is the only information available during the solution process. 
Let U be a family of problems, i.e., an arbitrary subset of Q, and let 
E*(x, A, b) be a nonnegative function defined on H x Qi; the value of this 
function at a given triple (x, A, b) is understood as the accuracy of x 
regarded as an approximate solution to the problem (A, b). For each 
method P solving problems from U on the basis of the above information 
let xr(k, A, 6) denote the kth approximate solution found by the method as 
applied to the problem (A, b) (this solution is produced after k iterations, 
or, which is the same, after k multiplications of A and recursively com- 
puted vectors). The quantity 
0, k, W = sup{~*(xp(k, A, b), A, 6) 1 (A, 6) E Xl (2) 
is the worst-case efficiency estimate for the method with respect to the 
class of problems U, and the function 
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~(k, II) = inf E(P, k, 11) 
P 
(3) 
(inf is taken over the above family of methods) is the best possible effi- 
ciency estimate. 
Below we prove, for a certain variety of “natural” problem classes, 
that if the number of steps k is not greater than (n - 3)/2, then the best 
possible efficiency estimate corresponds to Chebyshev-type methods 
and, in particular, the most powerful (adaptive) information for these 
classes is the Krylov information. Earlier it was known only that this 
information was “almost optimal”; i.e., it was known that .s(k, U) 2 E(P, 
ck, II), k z 1, for a certain absolute constant c and an appropriate method 
P using the Krylov information (see Nemirovsky and Yudin, 1983; Chou, 
1987). 
2. CLASSES OFPROBLEMSANDACCURACY MEASURES 
Let Z C Iw be a compact set. Let also (T 2 0 and R > 0 be fixed reals. 
Consider the class of problems lI(Z, o, R) defined as follows (from now on 
/Al = (A2)“2, A E ‘$3): 
U(X, (+, R) = {(A, b) E Q ) the spectrum of A belongs to Z:; the 
equation Ax = b is solvable and its normal (i.e., of the minimal 
norm) solution x*(A, b) can be represented as 
x*(A, 6) = IA]” u*(A, b), 
where I/u*(A, b)lJ 5 R}. 
Let 
n(z) = 
c-3 co), 0 e 2; 
(0, ml, otherwise. 
Let us associate with an arbitrary real o the accuracy measure 
&x, A, b) = 
11 IAh - x*(4 W>ll, x - x*(A, b) E D(jAj”), 
+m, otherwise. 
From now on the operator \A(*: D(IA(“) --, R (A E R) is defined in the 
natural way for X 2 0, and as the operator defined on Im{jA(-*} and 
inverse to the restriction of IAl-* onto (Ker{[A(})i = cl(Im{(A[-*}) = 
cl(Im{A}) in the case of A < 0. 
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EXAMPLES. 1. E&X, A, b) = ((x - x*(A, b)(l is the standard error in 
the argument. 
2. E&Y, A, b) = 1) /Al(x - x*(A, b))JJ = J/Ax - b/J is the norm of the 
residual. 
3. Let 2 belong to the nonnegative half-axis. Then 
(E~XX, A, b)) = {(Ax, 4 - 2(b, 4 - min{(Ay, Y) - 2(b, Y>>)~‘~ 
is the error in the “energetic” norm. 
The problem classes we consider are the classes U(C, V, R), and the 
accuracy measures are a:(-(‘, *, a). The efficiency estimate associated with 
E,* for a given method and the corresponding best possible efficiency 
estimate will be marked with the subscript “w.” 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let us fix a compact set Z C [w and y E a(Z), and let k be a positive 
integer. Consider the problem: 
II&): minimize max{l@ Ip( It E C} s.t. p E pi+,, where pi+, de- 
notes the space of all polynomials p of one variable with real coefficients 
of the degree Sk + 1 such that p(0) = 1. 
The problem clearly is solvable; let 
PX,y,k(O = 1 - WXy,kW (4) 
be the optimal solution to this problem. Note that 
deg qL,v,k 5 k. (5) 
Let 
be the optimal value in rIz,Jk). 
Now let Pz,~ be the method which, as applied to (A, b), asks the sequen- 
tial questions at the points b, Ab, A*b, . . . (i.e., computes recursively 
Ab, A(Ab), A(A(Ab)), . . .), the points 
Xk(& b) = qz,,gc(A)b 
being the corresponding approximate solutions. 
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Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM. Let IS C IF4 be a compact set, let (+ E- 0, and let w + u E 
n(Z). Then for each k 
d’z.,o+o, k, W, u, RN 5 R W, 2, OJ + ~1, (6) 
and for each k, such that 
2ksn-3, 
also 
~,(pz,,+,, k W, u, R)) = .s,(k, U(Z., v, R)) = R6(k, 2, o + c). (7) 
Proof. (1). Let us prove (6). Let (A, b) E U(Z, (T, R), and let x* = IAl” 
U* be the normal solution to the corresponding equation. We can assume 
that U* E cl(Im{A}). Let H’ be the minimal closed subspace of H contain- 
ing U* and invariant with respect to A. This subspace clearly contains x*, 
b, and all xk = xk(A, b). By the Spectral Theorem, one can set an isometri- 
cal isomorphism between H’ and the space L!(Z), Al. being an appropriate 
Bore1 measure on C, such that under this isomorphism A corresponds to 
the multiplication by t and U* corresponds to the function = 1. Without 
loss of generality we can assume that H’, A, and U* from the very begin- 
ningareofthis “fUnCtiOnal" n&U-C. Now,X*(t) = )tlu, b(t) = C Itl",Xk(t) = 
qZ,o+o,k(f) t jti”, SO that 
(1 I@‘(.% - X*)/l* = I, {I+‘+“(1 - tqZ’,w+,,k(d)}2 d/d) 
5 6*(k, C, w + u) I d/~(t) = 6*(k, Z, o + r) lju*)(* I 
5 6*(k, C, w + (T) R2. 
The resulting inequality immediately leads to (6). 
2. Now let us prove (7). Let us fix k such that 
2k I n - 3. (8) 
For the sake of brevity let y = w + cr. 
In view of (6), to prove (7) it suffices to establish that 
(9) 
(a) Note that pf is an affine space of the dimension k + 1. There- 
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fore the standard reasoning based on Helley’s theorem shows that there 
exists a subset 2,’ C Z containing no more than (k + 1) + 1 = k + 2 points 
and such that 
6(k, 2, y) = min max{jtlY /p(t)/ It E Z’}. 
PEPi+, 
(10) 
Of course, we can assume without loss of generality that 0 $ Z’. Indeed, 
if 0 C$ C, then our assumption holds automatically; otherwise y > 0 (the 
premise of the theorem) and we could exclude 0 from 2 without violating 
(10). Let 
2’ = {t,, . . . ) fL}, 
so that 
(b) By the standard arguments, (10) means that there exists a 
probabilistic mass distribution Al. = (~1, . . . , pL} on Z’ with the prop- 
erty 
6*(k, X, 7) = min i It;j*Yp*(ti)pi. 
pEpP+j i=l 
(12) 
(c) Now, let 470 be an L-dimensional subspace of H with an 
orthonormal basis {er , . . . , eL} (such a subspace does exist since dim 
H 2 k + 2 2 L), and let HI be the orthogonal complement to Ho, and A,, 
be the operator on H defined by the relations 
Aoei = tiei, lSiSL, (13) 
A,,x = t*x, xEHI, (14) 
where t* is a certain fixed point belonging to C. The spectrum of A0 clearly 
is contained in 2,. 
Let also 
b = 5 Z?tiltil” p,J’*ei. 
i=l 
The normal solution of the problem (A,,, b) clearly is 
(15) 
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X* = 5 R(ti(” /Jaf’2ei = (Ao(” u*, 
i=I 
where 
U* = R i p,!12ei, 
i=l 
so that JIu*IJ I R ( recall that {pi} is a probabilistic mass distribution). 
Thus, the problem (A,,, b) belongs to ll(C, V, R). Therefore the set of 
problems 
lI0 = {(A, b)/A = UAoU* for some U E ll = {UlU is an orthogo- 
nal isomorphism of H such that Ub = b}} 
also belongs to l&Z, u, R). 
(d) It remains to prove the following 
MAIN LEMMA. Let P be an arbitrary method solving problems from 
llo, and let 2k 5 n - 3. Then there exists an orthogonal isomorphism U: 
H--f H, Ub = b, such that the following statement holds: 
!II(k, U): the kth approximate solution, xk, found by the method as 
applied to (UA&*, b), belongs to the subspace 
Gk = &(U&U*, b) + UH, , 
where 
Ek(B, b) = lin{b, Bb, . . . , Bkb} 
denotes the sth Krylov space of the pair (B, 6). 
Implication “Main Lemma += (9).” Let P be a method and (A, 6) = 
(UAOU*, b) be the corresponding problem given by the lemma. We al- 
ready have mentioned that this problem belongs to l&X:, (T, R). Since the 
accuracy measure is, in the natural sense, invariant with respect to or- 
thogonal transformations of the problem, and since U*b = Ub = 6, we 
have 
e,*(xp(k, A, b), A, b) = .!?:(xk, UAoU*, b) = &U*xk, AO, b). (16) 
Since xk E Gk, we have (note that &(UA&*, b) = U&(Ao, b)) 
y = u*xI, = ,!, + v, u = q(AoW, vEHI, (17) 
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for some polynomial q, deg q s k. Clearly, 
11 ~A\‘@(Y - ~“640, b>>ll 2 11 lAl”(u - x*(Ao, &)(I (18) 
(the definition of Ao, b, and HJ. Equation (17) combined with (18) and 
(15) leads to 
II lAl”(u - x*(AO, b))(12 = i (q(ti)t; - 1)2(ti(2’R2pi; 
i=l 
the polynomial (1 - tq(t)) belongs to pi+, , so that the right-hand side of 
the latter equality is zR2a2(k, I%, r) (see (12)). Thus, (16) leads to 
&Xx&, A, b), A, b) 2 R6(k, C, y). 
Since P is an arbitrary method, this inequality leads to (9). 
Proof of the Main Lemma. A. Let P be a method. Let us prove by 
induction on s that for each s, 0 I: s 5 k + 1, there exist an orthogonal 
isomorphism US: H + H, U,b = b, and an s-dimensional subspace HS C 
HI such that the following statement holds: 
%*(s, U,, H”): the points x(l), . . . , x(s), at which P, as applied to 
(USAoU:, b), asks questions during the first s iterations, belong to the 
subspace 
F, = ES-,(U,AoU:, b) + U,H” 
(from now on E-@, b) = (0)). 
Note that to ensure %*(O, Uo, Ho) it suffices to set U. = Id, Ho = (0). 
Now assume that 
ssk (19) 
and %*(s, US, H”) holds for certain US and H”. Our goal is to perform the 
updating 
us --;, us+17 H” + HS+’ 
in order to provide %*(s + 1, US+, , Hs+*). 
Let x(s + 1) be the (s + l)th point at which P, as applied to (A,, 6) = 
(USA&, b), asks a question. Let 
x(s + 1) = u + u, 
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where u is the orthoprojection of x(s + 1) onto E,(A,, b). 
Note that 
dim{U,H,} = dim{Ht} = IZ - L 2 n - k - 2, 
while 
dim{U,H”} = s 5 k. 
Since 2k : n - 3, there exists a unit vector 
which is orthogonal to U,H”. The subspace U,H, is clearly orthogonal to 
the subspace E,(A, , b), since the latter space is equal to U,E,(Ao, 6) C 
UsHo and Ho is orthogonal to HI. In particular, fis orthogonal to E,(A, , 
b). Consider the subspaces 
P = E,(A,, b) + U,H”, Q = P + [WV, 
and 
s = P + Rf. 
There clearly exists an orthogonal isomorphism V: H --, H such that 
vx = x, XEP (21) 
and 
V(S) 2 Q. (22) 
Since E,(A,, b) is orthogonal to u (the definition of u), and since V coin- 
cides with the identity mapping on E,(A,, b), the latter space being the 
orthogonal complement of UsHs + R$ in S, we have 
V(UsHs + Rf) > U,H” + Ru. (23 
Now let 
HS+’ = HS + (wc#+ U,,, = VU, . (24 
Let us prove that %(s + 1, U,,, , HS+I) holds. First of all, Us+, is an 
orthogonal isomorphism of H and HS+’ is an (s + l)-dimensional subspace 
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of Hi, Let us prove that US+& = b. Indeed, U,+,b = V(U,b) = Vb = b 
(the latter equality holds due to (21) and the inclusion b E &(A,, b) C P). 
It remains to establish that the first (s + 1) points at which P, as applied 
to (A,+I, b) = (U,+IA~U,*+I, b) = (VA,V*, b), asks questions belong to the 
subspace Es(As+, , b) + U,+JF*. The latter subspace clearly contains Q 
(see (20), (23), (24)), and it suffices to prove that the above points belong 
to Q. 
Let us prove that 
the first s points at which P as applied to (A,+, , b) asks ques- 
tions are the points x(l), . . . , x(s) (25) 
(recall that the latter sequence is, by definition, the sequence of the first s 
points at which P asks questions as applied to (A,, b)). To prove the 
desired fact, it suffices to establish that 
&+1x(i) = A,x(i), lSi4s. (26) 
By virtue of %*(s, US, HS) for i 5 s we have x(i) E ,?-,(A,, b) + U,H” C 
P, so that (see (21)) A,+lx(i) = VA,V*x(i) = VA,x(i). Since x(i) E 
&-I(&, b) + U,H” and &W-I(&, b)) C &(A,, b), A,(U,W C U,H” 
(the latter statement holds due to the fact that H” C HI and A0 = t* Id on 
HI, see (14)), we have A,x(i) E ,?,(A,, b) + U,H” = P. Therefore (see 
(21)) VA,x(i) = A&i), and we conclude that (26) holds. 
By virtue of (25), (26) the point x(s + I), being, by definition, the (s + 
1)th point at which P, as applied to (A,, b), asks question, is at the same 
time the (s + 1)th point at which the method asks questions as applied to 
(A S+l, b). Besides this, x(s + 1) E Q = &(A,, b) + USHS + [WV (the 
definition of u). The points x(i), 1 I i I s, belong to Es-,(A$, b) + USHS 
(by virtue of %*(s, US, H”)). With the aid of (21), (22) we conclude that 
x(i) E V(E,(A,, b) + U,H” + Rf), lri5s+l. (27) 
We have VU%&, b)) = &(&+I , b) (the definition of A,+J and V( U,H” 
+ Rj) = Us+,HS+* (the definition of US+, , HS+‘). Thus, %*(s + 1, US+, , 
HS+I) does hold. 
B. Now let us prove the Main Lemma. Let a fixed k satisfy the 
premise of the lemma and let P be a method. Without changing any one of 
the first k points at which P, as applied to any problem (A, b), asks 
questions, we can assume that the (k + I)th point, x&k + l), at which 
the method asks question is exactly the kth approximate solution found by 
the method. By virtue of the proposition proved in the previous item, we 
can point out an orthogonal isomorphism uk+i , Uk+,b = b, and a (k + l)- 
dimensional subspace Hk+’ in HI, such that xA,b(k + 1) = xp(k, 
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Uk+,A&+, , b) E EdUk+,AoU&, , b) + Uk+,Hk+’ C &(Uk+hUk*+, > b) 
+ Uk+ ,H1 , which is required in %(k, Uk+l). 
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